The Labex
and training

A
gropolis International
provides a full range of
education and training
through member institutions
consisting of universities, engineering
schools and institutions specialised
in vocational training. This totals
more than 80 diploma and degree
courses (2 to 8 years of higher
education: technician, graduate
engineer, degree, master's degree,
doctorate) and about a hundred
training modules (pre-existing or à la
carte).

The Labex scientists have a twofold
mission of research and scouting.
They do not have the role of
participating in teaching provided by
the European partner institutions.
However, their presence in leading
research teams sometimes attracts
and facilitates visits to these research
teams by numerous young Brazilian
researchers. One can therefore talk
in terms a contribution to training
via research. The Labex scientists
provide joint supervision for master's
or doctoral students and numerous
short-stay trainees.